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This is a problem where inmates who commit huge crimes are on

death row. What can we do in order to stop the death penalty? The death

penalty is not fair because if these people commit horrible crimes I would

just give them a long term sentence so they can have some time to think

about what they have done and then if this is really serious then I would

just give them a life sentence without parole. Also if people are sentenced

to death then they are serving a short time in prison and then they just get

killed by the lethal injection which to me isn’t fair.

Do you believe in the death penalty? Inmates are getting sent to

prison for the rest of their life and I think that this is a punishment that is

given to people for the worst crimes they commit like killing each other and



doing stuff that is extremely harmful to people so this is a punishment that

is going on in some states. Others say that the death penalty is not a great

idea because if the court sentence you to death, you are basically are

going to spend some time in prison and you are just going to die by the

correctional department. People also say they prefer a life sentence

because you might possibly get parole.

Here is a solution to stop the death penalty. There shouldn’t be a

death penalty because the prisoners are getting sent to jail for a short

period of time and then they get killed by the injection. And this is

something we the people need to protest about. Because we don’t want to

have more deaths of inmates at a young age. Also it is very cruel to kill

someone. Also this is also a problem right now. These judges can be racist

to colored people because they are being treated horrible so that is why we

should abolish the death penalty.



This is an article of death penalty victims in oklahoma and this is

something that is very harsh these prisoners get killed every single month

and to me this is something that is very sickening to hear. And here's

another thing that is also sickening. They use lethal injections nowadays

and this is so sickening to see.

Overall, seeing all these people posting these articles and posts made

me think that the death sentence is just harsh. I would prefer giving these

prisoners a life sentence better than a death sentence. What I mean is that

they will still die but they will remain behind bars. The article that someone

posted took place in Alabama and this is just embarrassing to see because

in Alabama, it is a place where most death sentences happen. And

someone posted another article about a 19 year old who committed a crime

and got the death penalty. And in my opinion hearing an article about a 19



year old sentenced to death is just so sickening and in my opinion people

at those ages should just give them a lighter sentence. For example they

should be sentenced to 20 to 30 years. And that is a better option. And so

this is something that we need to fix.


